
Query Folding�Xiaolei QianComputer Science LaboratorySRI Internationalqian@csl.sri.comAbstractQuery folding refers to the activity of determining if and how a query can be answered usinga given set of resources, which might be materialized views, cached results of previous queries,or queries answerable by another database. We investigate query folding in the context wherequeries and resources are conjunctive queries. We develop an exponential-time algorithm that�nds all foldings, and a polynomial-time algorithm for the subclass of acyclic queries. Ourresults can be applied to query optimization in centralized databases, to query processing indistributed databases, and to query answering in federated databases.1 IntroductionQuery folding refers to the activity of determining if and how a query can be answered using a givenset of resources. These resources might be materialized views, cached results of previous queries, oreven queries answerable by another database. Query folding is important because the base relationsreferred to in a query might be stored remotely and hence too expensive to access, or might not beavailable for access because of temporary network disconnection, or might be conceptual relationsonly and hence not existent physically. Query folding has applications in query optimization incentralized databases [4], query processing in distributed databases [6], and query answering infederated databases [7].Example 1 Let us consider a patient record database consisting of the following relations.Patients (patient id, clinic, dob, insurance)Physician (physician id, clinic, pager no)Drugs (drug name, generic?)Notes (note id, patient id, physician id, note text)Allergy (note id, drug name, allergy text)Prescription (note id, drug name, prescription text).�This work was supported in part by U.S. Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and U.S.Air Force Rome Laboratory under contracts F30602-92-C-0140 and F30602-94-C-0198, and in part by the NationalScience Foundation under grant ECS-94-22688. 1



Suppose that the database maintains a materialized view de�ned byCREATE VIEW Drug Allergy (patient id, drug name, text)SELECT patient id, drug name, allergy textFROM Notes, AllergyWHERE Notes.note id = Allergy.note id.A user might issue the following query to get the ids of patients at the Palo Alto Clinic who areallergic to an experimental drug xd 2001.SELECT patient id, allergy textFROM Patients, Notes, AllergyWHERE Patients.patient id = Notes.patient idAND Notes.note id = Allergy.note idAND clinic = palo altoAND drug name = xd 2001.Using the view, the above query can be folded toSELECT patient id, textFROM Patients, Drug AllergyWHERE Patients.patient id = Drug Allergy.patient idAND clinic = palo altoAND drug name = xd 2001.This new query could be more e�cient to evaluate than the original query. 2Query containment is a special case of query folding. To determine whether a query is containedin another query, we could determine instead whether the second query can be answered using aview de�ned by the �rst query. The problem of containment for conjunctive queries is knownto be NP-complete [3]. Several subclasses of conjunctive queries have been identi�ed that havepolynomial-time containment algorithms [1, 2, 5].Thus, the query-folding problem is at least NP-hard. Actually, it is shown recently to be NP-complete for conjunctive queries and resources [8], and for conjunctive queries and resources withbinding patterns [10].Solutions to query folding for conjunctive queries and resources with built-in predicates havebeen developed in [4, 12, 14]. The algorithms employed all use exhaustive search strategies thatare exponential-time in complexity, and sometimes use unnecessary pruning conditions that do notguarantee to �nd all foldings. In addition, these algorithms compute only strong foldings, which arefoldings that are equivalent to the original query. The algorithms in [12, 14] compute only completefoldings, which are foldings that depend solely on the resources. When strong and complete foldingsdo not exist, partial foldings that are contained in the original query or depend partially on theresources could be very useful in practice, especially in the distributed environment.We consider the query-folding problem for conjunctive queries and resources. Section 2 providessome preliminary de�nitions. We show in Section 3 how to derive folding rules from resources, and2



how to compute strong foldings from partial foldings. In Section 4 an exponential-time algorithmis developed that �nds all complete or partial foldings. In Section 5, we give a polynomial-timealgorithm for a large and natural subclass of conjunctive queries. It is similar in spirit to arcconsistency algorithms for constraint satisfaction problems [9]. For the query containment problem,our algorithm degenerates to a containment algorithm for a new subclass of conjunctive queriesthat is incomparable to but more natural than the subclasses identi�ed in [1, 2, 5]. Finally, webriey discuss potential applications of query folding, and conclude the paper with Section 6.2 Conjunctive Queries2.1 PreliminariesWe consider queries and resources that are expressible as conjunctive queries or project-select-joinqueries where the selection conditions are restricted to equality. We assume that predicates aredivided into three disjoint groups: base predicates, resource predicates, and query predicates. Aconjunctive query Q has the form h :� p1; : : : ; pnwhere h; p1; : : : ; pn are atomic formulas whose arguments are variables or constants, h is the head ,and p1; : : : ; pn is the body . Variables in the head are distinguished . We assume that every distin-guished variable also appears in the body. As a convention, we use X;Y; : : : for distinguished vari-ables, W;U; : : : for other variables, and A;B; : : : for constants. We also use head(Q) and body(Q)to denote the head and body of Q, respectively, and var(h) to denote the list of variables in h. TheSQL query in Example 1 is a conjunctive queryq(X;Y ) :� patients(X; palo alto;W1;W2);notes(W3;X;W4;W5); allergy(W3; xd 2001; Y ):The value of a conjunctive query in a database is the value of its head obtained by evaluatingits body in that database. A conjunctive query Q is contained in another conjunctive query Q0,denoted as Q � Q0, if the value of Q is a subset of the value of Q0 in all possible databases. Q andQ0 are equivalent, denoted as Q � Q0, if Q � Q0 and Q0 � Q.2.2 Hypergraph RepresentationA conjunctive query can be represented by a hypergraph as follows. Every variable in the bodyis represented by a node, and a node is distinguished if it represents a distinguished variable. Ahyperedge is a set of nodes. Every conjunct in the body is represented by a hyperedge that containsthe set of variables in the conjunct, in which case we say that the conjunct is associated with thehyperedge.Example 2 Consider the following conjunctive queryq(X;Y ) :� notes(W1;X;W2;W3); allergy(W1; Y;W4);notes(W5;X;W6;W7);prescription(W5; Y;W8)3



which computes patients X and drugs Y such that X is prescribed to Y and is treated with allergyto Y . Its hypergraph is shown in Figure 1. 2
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W4Figure 1: Hypergraph for Example 2A conjunctive query is acyclic if its hypergraph representation is acyclic. We briey recall thede�nitions of GYO-reductions of hypergraphs and acyclic hypergraphs from [13, Section 11.12].Given two hyperedges p and q, if nodes in the set di�erence p� q appear in no other hyperedges,then p is an ear . The GYO-reduction of a hypergraph is obtained by removing ears repeatedlyuntil no more ears exist. A hypergraph is acyclic if its GYO-reduction is empty (i.e., contains nohyperedges). For example, the hypergraph in Figure 1 is cyclic.3 The Query-Folding Problem3.1 Folding RulesA resource is a conjunctive query whose head contains a resource predicate and whose body containsbase predicates only. Similarly, a query is a conjunctive query whose head contains a query predicateand whose body contains base predicates only. Let Q be a query, and R = fR1; : : : ; Rng be a setof resources. We assume that no two resources have the same resource predicate, and there are novariables in common between Q and Ri for 1 � i � n, or between Ri and Rj for 1 � i; j � n andi 6= j. Hence, every resource (query) completely de�nes its resource (query) predicate.A partial folding of Q using R is a conjunctive query Q0 such that Q0 � Q and the body of Q0contains one or more resource predicates de�ned in R. A partial folding of Q using R is maximalif there are no other partial foldings of Q using R that contain fewer base predicates. A completefolding of Q using R is a partial folding of Q using R whose body contains resource predicatesonly. A strong folding of Q using R is a partial folding Q0 of Q using R such that Q � Q0.11Using results from [11], our de�nitions can be generalized directly to foldings that are unions of conjunctive4



Example 3 Consider the following resources.r1(X1;X2;X3) :� notes(U1;X1; U2; U3); allergy(U1;X2;X3)r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) :� notes(V1; Y1; Y2; V2);prescription(V1; Y3; V3);drugs(Y3; Y4):A complete folding of the query in Example 2 using these resources isq(X;Y ) :� r1(X;Y;W ); r2(X;W1; Y;W2): 2Consider a resource of the form r :� p1; : : : ; pn:Let X1; : : : ;Xl be the distinguished variables, and Y1; : : : ; Ym be the rest of variables. Since theresource predicate is completely de�ned by the body of the resource, the resource implies theformula (8X1; : : : ;Xl)(r ! (9Y1; : : : ; Ym)(p1 ^ � � � ^ pn)):After skolemization, we derive n folding rules below.p1[f1(X1; : : : ;Xl)=Y1; : : : ; fm(X1; : : : ;Xl)=Ym] :� r...pn[f1(X1; : : : ;Xl)=Y1; : : : ; fm(X1; : : : ;Xl)=Ym] :� rwhere f1; : : : ; fm are skolem functions with arguments X1; : : : ;Xl. Notice that, for a folding rule,the head is a single conjunct containing a base predicate, the body is a single conjunct containinga resource predicate, and every variable in the head also appears in the body. For example, fromthe resources in Example 3, we derive the following folding rules.notes(f1(X1;X2;X3);X1; f2(X1;X2;X3); f3(X1;X2;X3)) :� r1(X1;X2;X3)allergy(f1(X1;X2;X3);X2;X3) :� r1(X1;X2;X3)notes(g1(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4); Y1; Y2; g2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)) :� r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)prescription(g1(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4); Y3; g3(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)) :� r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)drugs(Y3; Y4) :� r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4):We can reformulate the query-folding problem as follows. Given a query Q, a set of resources,and a set of folding rules F derived from the resources, a partial folding of Q using F is a conjunctivequery, obtained by rewriting Q using F , that contains one or more resource predicates but no skolemterms. For example, readers can verify that rewriting the query in Example 2 using the foldingrules above leads to the query in Example 3 (modulo variable renaming).queries. In other words, a union of conjunctive queries is a partial folding of Q i� every conjunctive query in theunion is a partial folding of Q. A union of conjunctive queries is a strong folding of Q i� every conjunctive query inthe union is a partial folding of Q, and at least one conjunctive query in the union is a strong folding of Q.5



3.2 Strong FoldingsA strong folding of a query is a partial folding that contains the original query. To show that onequery is contained in another query, we can show that the second query can be folded using the�rst query as the resource.Lemma 1 Let Q and Qr be two conjunctive queries. Qr � Q i� Q has a folding Qf using Qr asthe resource such that body(Qf ) = head(Qr).Proof Let F be the set of folding rules derived from Qr. First suppose that Qf is a folding of Qusing Qr as the resource, and body(Qf ) = head(Qr). Obviously, Qr � Qf . Since Qf is a rewritingof Q using F , Qf � Q. Hence, Qr � Q.Second suppose that Qr � Q. Without loss of generality, assume that Qr and Q have the samedistinguished variables. Let body(Q) be of the form p1; : : : ; pn. Using results from [3], there is asubstitution � such that Qr has the formhead(Qr) :� p1�; : : : ; pn�; p01; : : : ; p0m:In deriving F from Qr, let � be the substitution that replaces the non-distinguished variables inbody(Qr) by skolem terms. In F , we have folding rules of the formp1�� :� head(Qr)...pn�� :� head(Qr):Hence, we can rewrite Q using these folding rules, leading to a conjunctive query Qf wherebody(Qf ) = head(Qr). Since � does not substitute distinguished variables in Qr (and hence Q)by skolem terms, Qf does not contain skolem terms. Thus, Qf is a folding of Q using Qr as theresource. 2Let Qp be a partial folding of query Q using a set of resources R. Also let Qr be the queryobtained from Qp by replacing every resource predicate by its de�nition in R. Since Qp � Qr, Qpis a strong folding of Q i� Q � Qr, and according to Lemma 1, i� Qr has a folding Qf using Q asthe resource such that body(Qf ) = head(Q).For example, if we expand the resource predicates in the query in Example 3 by their de�nitions,and take the conjunctive query in Example 2 as the resource, then the expanded query does nothave complete foldings. Hence, the query in Example 3 is not a strong folding of the query inExample 2.Lemma 1 gives a straightforward way of determine whether a partial folding is a strong folding.Therefore, we do not explicitly consider strong foldings any more in the rest of the paper.4 A Query Folding AlgorithmLet Q be a query, GQ be the hypergraph representing Q, and F be a set of folding rules. Ourquery-folding algorithm computes complete or partial foldings of Q using F . It consists of twosteps. 6



Initialization The �rst step is to compute a label for every hyperedge in GQ. Given hyperedgee 2 GQ and conjunct p associated with e, its label Le is a relation with attributes var(p). Wedenote the list of attributes of Le by attr(Le). For every F 2 F such that p uni�es with head(F )with a most general uni�er (mgu) �, there is a tuple in Le consisting of two parts: tuple var(p)�and expression body(F )�, where the second part is used to store a folding of p. We denote such atuple by var(p)�jbody(F )�. The value of Le is the set8><>: var(p)�jbody(F )�: F 2 F^� = mgu(head(F ); p)^body(F )� contains no skolem terms 9>=>; :If we are seeking partial foldings of Q using F , then we add a default tuple var(p)jp to Le.Folding Generation Given two hyperedges e and e0 with labels Le and L0e, respectively, letY = attr(Le)\attr(L0e) and Z = attr(L0e)�attr(Le). The u-join of Le and L0e, denoted as Le u./ L0e,is a relation with attributes attr(Le);Z de�ned by the set8>>><>>>: (t; t0[Z])�j(u; u0)�: tju 2 Le^t0ju0 2 L0e^� = mgu(t[Y]; t0[Y])^(u; u0)� contains no skolem terms 9>>>=>>>; :The second step is to actually construct the set of foldings. It proceeds by u-joining the labelsof all hyperedges in an arbitrary order. The set of foldings is found in the second parts of tuples inthe result: fu: tju 2 folding(GQ) ^ u contains a resource predicategwhere folding(GQ) is de�ned in Figure 2.Algorithm. Foldinginput. A hypergraphoutput. A relationprocedure folding(G): relationlet e be a hyperedge in G with label LeG0  G� e;if G0 is empty then return Le else return Le u./ folding(G0).Figure 2: FoldingLet us apply the algorithm to Example 3. Assuming that we are seeking complete foldings, the�rst step computes the labels associated with the hyperedges in Figure 1, as shown in Figure 3,and the second step computes the u-join of these labels, which contains one tuple whose secondcomponent is r1(X1;X2;X3); r2(X1; Y2;X2; Y4). Hence, the query in Example 2 has one completefolding, which is the same as the folding in Example 3 (modulo variable renaming).7



W1 X W2 W3f1(X1;X2;X3) X1 f2(X1;X2;X3) f3(X1;X2;X3) r1(X1;X2;X3)g1(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) Y1 Y2 g2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)W1 Y W4f1(X1;X2;X3) X2 X3 r1(X1;X2;X3)W5 X W6 W7f1(X1;X2;X3) X1 f2(X1;X2;X3) f3(X1;X2;X3) r1(X1;X2;X3)g1(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) Y1 Y2 g2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)W5 Y W8g1(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) Y3 g3(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4) r2(Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4)Figure 3: Example 3Theorem 2 A conjunctive query Q0, where body(Q0) contains one or more resource predicates, is apartial folding of Q using F i� there is some t such that tjbody(Q0) 2 folding(GQ) (modulo variablerenaming).Proof First, suppose that tjbody(Q0) 2 folding(GQ) for some t. We prove by induction on thelength of body(Q) that Q0 is a partial folding of Q.1. The base case is when body(Q) is an atomic formula p. GQ has one hyperedge e with labelLe, and tjbody(Q0) 2 Le. Since body(Q0) contains a resource predicate, there is a folding ruleF 2 F and a mgu � such that p uni�es with head(F ) and body(Q0) is body(F )�. Hence, Q0is obtained by rewriting body(Q) using F . Since body(F )� does not contain skolem terms,Q0 does not contain skolem terms.2. Suppose that body(Q) has the form p1; p2; : : : ; pn. Let e 2 GQ be the hyperedge with whichconjunct p1 is associated, Le be the label of e, and G = GQ�e. Also let Z = var(p2; : : : ; pn)�var(p1). There are t1ju1 2 Le and t2ju2 2 folding(G) such that t = t1; t2[Z] and body(Q0) =u1; u2. Either u1 = p1 or u1 is obtained by rewriting p1 using some F 2 F . In the lattercase, u1 does not contain skolem terms. By induction hypothesis, u2 is obtained by rewritingp2; : : : ; pn using F , and u2 does not contain skolem terms. Thus, Q0 is obtained by rewritingbody(Q) using F , and Q0 does not contain skolem terms.Second, suppose that Q0 is a partial folding of Q obtained by rewriting body(Q) using F .Without loss of generality, assume that body(Q) has the form p1; : : : ; pm; : : : ; pn for some 1 � m �n, where rewrite rules are applied to p1; : : : ; pm only. Since every rewriting step replaces exactly oneconjunct, there are m (not necessarily di�erent) folding rules F1; : : : ; Fm 2 F used in the rewriting,such that pi uni�es with head(Fi) with mgu �i, and var(pi)�ijbody(Fi)�i is in the label of the8



hyperedge in GQ with which pi is associated, for 1 � i � m. Recall that var(pi)jpi is a defaulttuple in the label of the hyperedge in GQ with which pi is associated, for m + 1 � i � n. Hence,body(Q0) is (body(F1); : : : ;body(Fm); pm+1; : : : ; pn)�1 : : : �mand var(body(Q))�1 : : : �mjbody(Q0) is in folding(GQ). 2Now let us consider the cost of computing foldings. Since uni�cation is linear time, labels inGQ can be computed in time polynomial in the sizes of Q and F . The size of a label is boundedby the size of F , and there are as many hyperedges as there are conjuncts in body(Q). Hence, thecost of computing folding(GQ) is exponential in the size of F .5 Query Folding for Acyclic Queries5.1 Existence of FoldingLet Q be an acyclic query, GQ be the hypergraph representing Q, R be a set of resources (noticethat resources can be cyclic), and F be a set of folding rules derived from R. We compute thelabels in GQ using F in the same way as in Section 4.Given two hyperedges e and e0 with labels Le and L0e, respectively, let Y = attr(Le) \ attr(L0e).The u-semijoin of Le and L0e, denoted as Le u>< L0e, is de�ned by the set8>>><>>>: t�ju�: tju 2 Le^t0ju0 2 L0e^� = mgu(t[Y]; t0[Y])^u� contains no skolem terms: 9>>>=>>>; :A hypergraph is pairwise-consistent if, for every pair of hyperedges e; e0 and their labels Le; L0ewhere e\ e0 6= ;, we have that Le u>< L0e = Le. Figure 4 gives an algorithm for reducing an acyclichypergraph to a pairwise-consistent acyclic hypergraph.Example 4 Pairwise consistency is necessary but not su�cient for the existence of foldings ofcyclic queries. Consider the queryq(X;Y ) :� patients(W1;W2;W3;W4);notes(X;W1;W5; Y );physician(W5;W2;W6)which computes the notes for those patients who are seen by physicians at the same clinic. If wehave the following two resourcesr1(X1;X2) :� patients(B1; A1; U1; U2);notes(X1; B1; C1;X2);physician(C1; A2; U3)r2(Y1; Y2) :� patients(B2; A2; V1; V2);notes(Y1; B2; C2; Y2);physician(C2; A1; V3)where Ai; Bi; Ci for 1 � i � 2 are distinct constants, then the query does not have complete foldingsusing these resources. However, if we use the folding rules derived from these resources to compute9



Algorithm. Reductioninput. An acyclic hypergraphoutput. A pairwise-consistent acyclic hypergraphprocedure reduction(G): hypergraphif G is empty then return Gelse let e be an ear in G with label LeG0  G� e;foreach e0 2 G0 with label L0e where e \ e0 6= ; do L0e  L0e u>< Le;G0  reduction(G0);foreach e0 2 G0 with label L0e where e \ e0 6= ; do Le  Le u>< L0e;return G0 + e. Figure 4: Reductionthe labels of the hypergraph of the query, and apply the algorithm of Figure 4 to it, we would geta non-empty and pairwise-consistent hypergraph. 2Theorem 3 There exists a complete folding of acyclic query Q using folding rules F i� no hyper-edges in reduction(GQ) have empty labels.Proof Suppose that Q0 is a complete folding of Q using F . According to Theorem 2, there issome t such that tjbody(Q0) 2 folding(GQ). Recall that folding(GQ) is a relation over attributesvar(body(Q)). For every hyperedge e in GQ and its associated conjunct p, t[var(p)] is a tuple inthe label of e in reduction(GQ). Thus, no hyperedges in reduction(GQ) have empty labels.Suppose that no hyperedges in G = reduction(GQ) have empty labels. We show by inductionon the number of hyperedges in G that folding(G) is not empty.1. The base case when G contains one hyperedge is obvious.2. Let e 2 G be an ear, Le be the label of e, and G0 = G�e. Let Y = attr(Le)\attr(folding(G0)).For every tuple t 2 Le, there is a tuple t0 2 folding(G0) such that t[Y] = t0[Y], and vice versa.Since Le is not empty, and by induction hypothesis folding(G0) is not empty, folding(G) =Le u./ folding(G0) is not empty.Let tju 2 folding(G). Since folding(G) � folding(GQ), u is a folding of Q according to Theorem 2.For every hyperedge in G and every tuple t0ju0 in its label, u0 is an expression containing resourcepredicates only. Hence, u contains resource predicates only and is a complete folding of Q. 2Example 5 Consider the acyclic query below.q(X;Y ) :� allergy(X;W1;W2);drugs(W1;W3);notes(X;W4;W5;W6);patients(W4; Y;W7;W8)10



which computes the notes from clinics that describe allergic reactions. Suppose that we have thefollowing two resourcesr1(X1;X2) :� allergy(X1; U1; U2);drugs(U1;X2);notes(X1; U3; U4; U5)r2(Y1; Y2) :� notes(Y1; V1; V2; V3);patients(V1; Y2; V4; V5);drugs(V6; V7)from which we derive the following folding rulesallergy(X1; f1(X1;X2); f2(X1;X2)) :� r1(X1;X2)drugs(f1(X1;X2);X2) :� r1(X1;X2)notes(X1; f3(X1;X2); f4(X1;X2); f5(X1;X2)) :� r1(X1;X2)notes(Y1; g1(Y1; Y2); g2(Y1; Y2); g3(Y1; Y2)) :� r2(Y1; Y2)patients(g1(Y1; Y2); Y2; g4(Y1; Y2); g5(Y1; Y2)) :� r2(Y1; Y2)drugs(g6(Y1; Y2); g7(Y1; Y2)) :� r2(Y1; Y2):To fold the query completely using these folding rules, Figure 5 gives the labels of its hypergraph,after reduction using the algorithm in Figure 4. According to Theorem 3, this query has a completefolding. 2X W1 W2X1 f1(X1;X2) f2(X1;X2) r1(X1;X2)W1 W3f1(X1;X2) X2 r1(X1;X2)X W4 W5 W6X1 g1(X1; Y2) g2(X1; Y2) g3(X1; Y2) r2(X1; Y2)W4 Y W7 W8g1(X1; Y2) Y2 g4(X1; Y2) g5(X1; Y2) r2(X1; Y2)Figure 5: Example 5Theorem 4 There does not exist a partial folding of acyclic query Q using folding rules F i� everyhyperedge in reduction(GQ) has a singleton label.Proof For every conjunct p in body(Q), the label of the hyperedge that represents p containsat least one tuple var(p)jp. Consequently, folding(reduction(GQ)) contains at least one tuplevar(body(Q))jbody(Q). 11



Suppose that every hyperedge in reduction(GQ) has a singleton label. Hence, there is exactlyone tuple var(body(Q))jbody(Q) 2 folding(reduction(GQ)), meaning that Q does not have a partialfolding using F .Suppose that there is a hyperedge e in reduction(GQ) whose label Le contains more thanone tuple. Let tju 2 Le such that u contains a resource predicate. Thus, there is t0ju0 2folding(reduction(GQ)) such that u0 contains a resource predicate, meaning that u0 is a partialfolding of Q. 2Example 6 Consider the acyclic query below.q(X;Y ) :� patients(X;W1;W2; medicare);notes(W3;X;W4;W5);prescription(W3; Y;W6);drugs(Y; no)which computes the medicare patients who are prescribed to non-generic drugs. Suppose that wehave the following resourcer(X1;X2;X3) :� notes(U1;X1;X2; U2);prescription(U1;X3; U3);drugs(X3; U4)from which we derive the following folding rulesnotes(f1(X1;X2;X3);X1;X2; f2(X1;X2;X3)) :� r1(X1;X2;X3)prescription(f1(X1;X2;X3);X3; f3(X1;X2;X3)) :� r1(X1;X2;X3)drugs(X3; f4(X1;X2;X3)) :� r1(X1;X2;X3):To fold the query partially using these folding rules, Figure 6 gives the labels of its hypergraph,after reduction using the algorithm in Figure 4. According to Theorem 4, this query has a partialfolding. 2Theorem 5 The problem of whether there exists a folding of acyclic query Q using folding rulesF is decidable in time polynomial in the sizes of Q and F .Proof Let c be the number of conjuncts in Q, sc be the size of the largest conjunct in Q, f = jFj,and sf be the size of the largest folding rule in F . The size of Q is O(c� sc), and the size of F isO(f � sf ).For every hyperedge e 2 GQ and its associated conjunct p, the cost of computing its label Leis O(f � (sf + sc)), since uni�cation is linear time. Hence, the cost of computing labels in GQ isO(c� f � (sf + sc)).Let e be an ear in GQ. The size of Le is O(f � sf ). The cost of computing reduction(GQ) isO(c� (s2c +(f � sf )2)), plus the cost of computing reduction(GQ� e). Thus, the cost of computingreduction(GQ) is O(c2 � (s2c + (f � sf )2)).Finally, the cost of checking if every hyperedge in reduction(GQ) has an empty or singletonlabel is O(c). Therefore, the total cost of deciding if there exists a folding of Q using F is boundedby O(f � (c� sc) + (c� sc)2 + (c� f � sf )2)12



X W1 W2X1 W1 W2 patients(X1;W1;W2,medicare)W3 X W4 W5W3 X1 W4 W5 notes(W3;X1;W4;W5)f1(X1;X2;X3) X1 X2 f2(X1;X2;X3) r(X1;X2;X3)W3 Y W6W3 X3 W6 Prescription(W3;X3;W6)f1(X1;X2;X3) X3 f3(X1;X2;X3) r(X1;X2;X3)YX3 drugs(X3,no)Figure 6: Example 6which is polynomial in the sizes of Q and F . 25.2 Compute FoldingsGiven an acyclic query Q, its hypergraph GQ, and a set of folding rules F (extended appropriatelyif partial foldings are sought), our algorithm computes complete or maximal partial foldings of Qusing F . It consists of three steps.Initialization The �rst step is the same as in Section 4.Hypergraph Reduction The second step is to reduce GQ to a pairwise-consistent hypergraph,by using the algorithm of Figure 4. If the resulting GQ is empty (if we are seeking complete foldings)or every hyperedge in GQ has a singleton label (if we are seeking partial foldings), then there is noneed to proceed to the next step: there does not exist a folding of Q. Otherwise, if we are seekingpartial foldings, then we remove the default tuple from the label of every non-singleton hyperedgein GQ.Folding Generation The last step is similar to the second step of Section 4, except that u-join isreplaced by ordinary join, and the order of join is the reverse of the GYO-reduction of GQ. The setof foldings is found in the second parts of tuples in the join result: fu: tju 2 folding(reduction(GQ))g.For Example 5, joining the relations in Figure 5 we obtain a complete folding.q(X1; Y2) :� r1(X1;X2); r2(X1; Y2):13



Note that this folding cannot be obtained by pattern matching the query to the two resourcessequentially in any order, since the second and the third conjuncts in the body of the query areneeded in both matchings.For Example 6, we �rst remove the default tuples from the second and third relations in Figure 6,and then join the relations, which gives us a maximal partial folding.q(X1;X3) :� patients(X1;W1;W2; medicare); r(X1;X2;X3);drugs(X3; no):Note that the drugs conjunct of this query cannot be removed, even though it matches the drugsconjunct in the resource, because U4 is not a distinguished variable in the resource.Now let us consider the cost of computing foldings. From Theorem 5, the cost of the �rst twosteps is polynomial in the sizes of Q and F . Let U be the set of foldings of Q using F . Sincereduction(GQ) is pairwise consistent, the size of every label in reduction(GQ) is bounded by thesize of U , and the size of every intermediate join result in the third step is also bounded by thesize of U . Since the number of joins is bounded by the size of Q, the cost of the third step ispolynomial in the sizes of U and Q. Hence, the total cost of computing foldings for acyclic queriesis polynomial in the sizes of Q, F , and U .6 ConclusionThe query-folding problem is the problem of determining if and how a query can be answeredusing a given set of resources. We have investigated this problem in the context where queriesand resources are conjunctive queries. In particular, we have developed a simple, exponential-timealgorithm that �nds all foldings, and a polynomial-time algorithm for the large and natural subclassof queries that are acyclic.Our results show that query containment is a special case of query folding (Lemma 1). For theclass of acyclic queries, our algorithm in Section 5.2 degenerates to a polynomial-time containmentalgorithm. This class is incomparable to and more natural than the classes of queries identi�edin [1, 2, 5] as having polynomial-time containment algorithms. For example, a polynomial-timealgorithm is developed in [5] for the class of fan-out free queries. There are acyclic queries that arenot fan-out free, for example,q(X1) :� r(Y1;X1); r(Y1; Y2); r(Y3;X1); r(Y3; Y4)and there are cyclic queries that are fan-out free, for example,q(X1;X2) :� r(Y1; Y2); r(Y1;X1); r(Y2;X1); r(Y2;X2):Query folding has obvious applications in centralized databases. For example, databases oftenmaintain materialized views, and a query can be answered by accessing views instead of baserelations if the query can be folded using the views [4]. In multiple query answering, the result of aquery can be used to at least partially answer another query if the second query can be folded usingthe �rst one. Query folding is even more important in a distributed environment. In a client-serverapplication, views and queries might be cached at the client site. Client queries can be answered14



more e�ciently if they can be folded using the cached data [6]. In the situation of a disconnectednetwork, a query can still be answered at least partially if it can be folded using views and queriesmaintained at available sites.In a federated environment containing multiple heterogeneous, autonomous, and legacy datasources, a data source might be capable of answering only limited kinds of queries [7]. We canenvision a data source being described using a set of statements of the form2q1; : : : ; qm :� p1; : : : ; pnwhere q1; : : : ; qm is a conjunctive query in the federated schema, and p1; : : : ; pn is a conjunctivequery in a data source. This statement says that a federated query q1; : : : ; qm can be answered bya source query p1; : : : ; pn. From this statement, we can de�ne a view in the federated databaser :� q1; : : : ; qm:The job of the federated query processor is to determine if and how federated queries can beanswered using these views, or equivalently, to determine if and how federated queries can befolded using these views.AcknowledgmentThe author is indebted to Louiqa Raschid, Alon Levy, Yannis Papakonstantinou, V. S. Subrahma-nian, Daniela Florescu, and Pierre Huyn for helpful discussions.References[1] A. V. Aho, Y. Sagiv, and J. D. Ullman. E�cient optimization of a class of relational expres-sions. ACM Transactions on Database Systems, 4(4):435{454, December 1979.[2] A. V. Aho, Y. Sagiv, and J. D. Ullman. Equivalence of relational expressions. SIAM Journalof Computing, 8(2):218{246, 1979.[3] A. K. Chandra and P. M. Merlin. Optimal implementation of conjunctive queries in relationaldatabases. In Proceedings of the Ninth ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, pages 77{90,1977.[4] S. Chaudhuri, R. Krishnamurthy, S. Potamianos, and K. Shim. Optimizing queries with mate-rialized views. In Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference on Data Engineering,pages 190{200, 1995.[5] D. S. Johnson and A. Klug. Optimizing conjunctive queries that contain untyped variables.SIAM Journal of Computing, 12(4):616{640, November 1983.2Notice that these statements are more general than the site descriptions in [7].15
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